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Energy Conservation for Image Retrieval on Mobile Systems

KARTHIK KUMAR, YAMINI NIMMAGADDA, and YUNG-HSIANG LU, Purdue University

Mobile systems such as PDAs and cell phones play an increasing role in handling visual contents such as
images. Thousands of images can be stored in a mobile system with the advances in storage technology:
this creates the need for better organization and retrieval of these images. Content Based Image Retrieval
(CBIR) is a method to retrieve images based on their visual contents. In CBIR, images are compared by
matching their numerical representations called features; CBIR is computation and memory intensive and
consumes significant amounts of energy. This article examines energy conservation for CBIR on mobile
systems. We present three improvements to save energy while performing the computation on the mobile
system: selective loading, adaptive loading, and caching features in memory. Using these improvements
adaptively reduces the features to be loaded into memory for each search. The reduction is achieved by
estimating the difficulty of the search. If the images in the collection are dissimilar, fewer features are suffi-
cient; less computation is performed and energy can be saved. We also consider the effect of consecutive user
queries and show how features can be cached in memory to save energy. We implement a CBIR algorithm
on an HP iPAQ hw6945 and show that these improvements can save energy and allow CBIR to scale up to
50,000 images on a mobile system. We further investigate if energy can be saved by migrating parts of the
computation to a server, called computation offloading. We analyze the impact of the wireless bandwidth,
server speed, number of indexed images, and the number of image queries on the energy consumption.
Using our scheme, CBIR can be made energy efficient under all conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices such as cell phones and PDAs are becoming increasingly popular. Most
of these devices are equipped with cameras and can capture images. Several thousands
of images may be stored on one device due to improvements in flash memory technol-
ogy. The images may also be sent to a server for storage using a wireless network.
With such large image collections, image organization is important. Image organiza-
tion refers to preprocessing the image collection and making it easier to access specific
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Fig. 1. An example of CBIR. (a) is the query image of a float in a parade in a collection of images and (b)–(d)
are the top matches returned based on contents.

sets of images. One option is to give the images descriptive filenames so that the im-
ages can be retrieved based on their names. However, it is difficult to automatically
assign descriptive names. Manually assigning descriptive filenames is impractical be-
cause (1) it is cumbersome, especially since most of the devices have miniature key-
boards or no keyboards and (2) the filenames may not always uniquely describe the
contents of the images.

Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) [Datta et al. 2008] provides an alternative
for organizing and searching images. In CBIR, the images are represented by high-
dimensional sets of numbers called “features”; features represent the contents of the
images. Images are compared and searched by matching their features in four steps:
(1) extracting the features from the images in the collection and from the query image,
(2) loading all features to memory, (3) comparing them and finding the best matches,
and (4) displaying the best matches to the user. Steps (1)–(3) are memory and compu-
tation intensive. Figure 1 shows an example of CBIR. The similar images are obtained
by comparing the distributions of colors and edges. The accuracy, speed, and energy
consumption of CBIR depends on the selections and the lengths of the features.

Existing techniques for mobile CBIR [Ahmad and Gabbouj 2005; Jia et al. 2006;
Noda and Sonobe 2002; Sonobe et al. 2004] use the mobile device as a “thin client”: the
device captures images and sends them to a server. All operations are performed on
the server. However, the communication energy for sending the images to a server can
often be significant, especially when the wireless network bandwidth is limited. This
can result in significant amounts of energy consumed from the battery. For example,
our measurements show that in an HP iPAQ, the power required to upload a file is 50%
higher than the power to perform computations. If the server is busy or the wireless
channel is congested, it may be more energy-efficient to perform the computation on
the device itself. Another scenario is in locations such as national parks, where the
user may want to identify a flower using images [Noda and Sonobe 2002]. However,
there may not be any wireless network available. Moreover, in certain security appli-
cations, the user may not want to transmit images over a wireless network. Hence it
is necessary to be able to perform CBIR on the mobile device itself.

Mobile devices are resource constrained with limited energy, processor speed, and
memory (RAM), usually no more than 64 MB of RAM, even though flash storage may
reach several GB. This is because the power to hold data in RAM increases with the
size of RAM [Macii et al. 2002]; the power consumption for flash does not increase
substantially for higher capacities. Existing CBIR implementations load the features
of all images into memory before comparison because these implementations are de-
signed for servers. When performing CBIR on mobile devices, it is necessary to (1)
redesign CBIR for systems with large flash memory and small RAM, (2) make CBIR
energy-efficient on the mobile devices. Moreover, since CBIR may be performed both on
servers and mobile devices, it is important to determine the conditions when running
CBIR on servers can save the mobile devices’ energy.
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In this article, we describe our improvements to save energy for CBIR on mobile
devices. (1) Existing CBIR implementations load all features to memory before a query
image is given. Our method loads only a smaller set of relevant features after the query
image is given. (2) We adaptively reduce the number of features used for comparison.
The number depends on the similarity between the query image and the image collec-
tion. We use similarity index to determine this number. If the images are dissimilar,
fewer features are sufficient to distinguish the images and more energy is saved.
(3) If a user issues multiple queries, our method caches features in memory so that
energy is saved in successive comparisons without loading these features from flash
again.

We further improve energy savings by adaptively sending images and their fea-
tures to a server for comparison; this is called computation offloading. When CBIR is
offloaded, the query image is sent to a server along with the features. The images are
compared on the server, and the results are returned to the device. Offloading CBIR
to a server is energy-efficient when the energy to perform CBIR on the device exceeds
the energy for sending the images and features to the server, waiting for, and receiv-
ing the result. This condition depends on many factors including the wireless network
bandwidth, performance of the server, the number of images, the number of queries,
etc. In this article, we analyze the conditions when performing CBIR on a server saves
the mobile device’s energy.

We implement our CBIR algorithms in C# and evaluate the proposed improvements
on an HP iPAQ hw6945 PDA. Our improvements can save up to 61% energy when
compared to an existing implementation for a collection of 10,000 images. Beyond
10,000 images the existing implementation requires more than the 64 MB of RAM. In
contrast, our implementation can handle up to 50,000 images. We analyze the energy
required to offload CBIR to a server, and the conditions that make offloading energy-
efficient. We perform a sensitivity analysis by varying the number of user queries, the
server’s speed, the wireless bandwidth, and the number of images that do not have
precomputed features. In addition, we examine the option of offloading part of the
computation to the server. Our analysis determines how to perform CBIR energy-
efficiently under all conditions.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys the related work
on CBIR and describes the contributions of this article. In Section 3, we explain our
energy-efficient implementation of CBIR on mobile devices. Section 4 analyzes the con-
ditions required for the CBIR implementation to save additional energy by offloading.
Section 5 summarizes the findings made in this article.

2. RELATED WORK

Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has been widely studied [Datta et al. 2008] for
different applications. CBIR is performed by comparing images’ features; features are
numerical representations of the images. The selections and the lengths of the fea-
tures determine the accuracy, speed, and the energy consumption of CBIR. Features
are selected to represent images’ properties used for comparison, for example, colors,
textures, and shapes. Different features may produce different results in CBIR. Typ-
ically, the features are computed offline for the image collection, stored on disks or
in flash memory, and loaded into RAM before comparing images. The query image’s
features are computed and compared with the features of the image collection. Based
on the comparison, similar images (also called “top matches”) are returned. Existing
CBIR programs load all features of the image collection for comparison, and are com-
putation and memory intensive.
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Table I. Related Work on Mobile CBIR

Paper Purpose Feature Search
Extracted

[Sonobe et al. 2004] recognize fish images server server
[Noda and Sonobe 2002] identify flowers server server
[Ahmad and Gabbouj 2005] show feasibility of architecture server server
[Yeh et al. 2004] identify monuments server server
[He et al. 2008] identify garments server server
[Chen et al. 2009] compress features client server
[Rohs and Gfeller 2004] identify color codes client client
[Yang et al. 2008a] implement mobile CBIR client client
[Zhu et al. 2009] retrieve images client clients
This article save energy client/server client/server

2.1. CBIR Methods

CBIR methods can be classified on the basis of the type of images compared, and the
techniques used to represent and compare images [Datta et al. 2008]. Different types
of image collections include personal image collections (for example: a user’s images
stored on a cell phone), domain-specific image collections (e.g., satellite images), enter-
prise collections (e.g., images in an organizations intranet), image archives (e.g., world
war images), and the world wide web. The techniques used for CBIR can vary greatly
based on the type of image collection. Several papers discuss the limitations of CBIR
techniques; examples include Pavlidis [2009] and Enser et al. [2006].

Algorithms used for CBIR differ in the following: (1) how images are mathemati-
cally described, and (2) how images are compared using these features. Features may
include: (1) color (captured by histograms, wavelets) [Kotoulas and Andreadis 2003;
Manjunath et al. 2002], (2) texture (captured by wavelets, Gabor filters) [Andrysiak
and Choras 2005; Jacobs et al. 1995], (3) shape (captured by Fourier descriptors,
segmentors,wavelets) [Prasad et al. 2001; Zhang and Lu 2003] (4) local invariants
(captured by interest points, salient points) [Tian et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2006], and
(5) human perception (captured by text tags) [Haruechaiyasak and Damrongrat 2010].
The features for each image may be a set of numbers, or set of words, or combination of
the two. Images are then compared by using these features; methods for comparison
include: Euclidean comparison [Qian et al. 2004], Hausdorf comparison [Park et al.
2008], Mallows comparison [Wu and Yang 2008], IRM comparison [Li et al. 2000], K-L
Divergence comparison [Goldberger et al. 2007]. The computation can be accelerated
using indexing: by precomputing and organizing the features using efficient data
structures.

In this article, we use Haar wavelets for the features, with a modified Euclidean
means of comparing the features. The fundamental idea proposed in this article how-
ever, is to adaptively reduce the size of the features to save energy; this principle is
general and can be applied to other CBIR algorithms.

2.2. Mobile CBIR

CBIR on mobile devices is a promising application because modern mobile devices are
equipped with cameras and have abundant storage in flash memory. Most existing
studies examine the use of a client-server architecture to perform CBIR on mobile de-
vices. After an image is captured on a mobile device (client), the image is transmitted
to a server that performs CBIR and returns the results to the client. Table I compares
several studies related to mobile CBIR. Some works [Noda and Sonobe 2002; Sonobe
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et al. 2004] describe applications for mobile CBIR. [Ahmad and Gabbouj 2005] present
a Java-based framework that uses a client to capture the image and a server to per-
form matching. Yeh et al. [2004] propose a system that first queries an image database
on a server by using a photograph from a mobile device. A match produces a keyword
and this keyword is used to perform a Google image search. Jia et al. [2006] propose
an architecture to query the web directly using images taken from mobile devices.
Some works [Rohs and Gfeller 2004; Yang et al. 2008a] perform CBIR entirely on the
mobile device, but they do not consider saving energy. Chen et al. [2009] partition com-
putation of CBIR between a device and a server; their partition is static and does not
consider the variations of environments, such as network bandwidth. Also, they do not
consider energy savings. Zhu et al. [2009] analyze the energy consumption of a user-
centric mobile CBIR system. They perform CBIR on several networked mobile devices.
However, they do not consider the option of saving energy by offloading to a server.

2.3. Memory for CBIR

CBIR is memory-intensive but mobile devices have limited memory (RAM), even
though they may have large flash storage. Reading images from flash has long laten-
cies so memory performance is critical in CBIR. Some studies have been conducted for
reducing the memory requirements of CBIR. Forster [2007] proposes using “filtered
retrieval” to reduce the time and RAM requirements. This filtering technique can
accommodate all the features in memory, reduce the search space, and make retrieval
faster. Robles et al. [2005] design CBIR for shared memory systems with eight
processors. Davidson et al. [2001] suggest using a memory-resident signature tree for
CBIR. These techniques, however, are designed for servers and still require too much
memory, more than the amount that is typically available on a PDA.

2.4. Accuracy for CBIR

CBIR finds similar images; and it is important to analyze and quantify accuracy in
CBIR. The length of features determines the accuracy in CBIR. Rudinac et al. [2007]
analyze the lengths of features and observe that fewer features may reduce processing
time without degrading accuracy. Quantifying accuracy remains a challenge since the
accuracy depends on the query image and the image collection. Gunther and Beretta
[2001] suggest a methodology for developing test images in CBIR. They systematically
modify test images that differ in terms of shape, color, texture, etc. Since the test
images differ in many properties, they are not biased towards any particular CBIR
algorithm. French et al. [2002] give a scoring scheme for query results in CBIR. They
define a set of images that are similar to a query image, and calculate the score for the
query based on the appearance of these similar images in the search results. We use
this criterion to characterize accuracy in our work.

2.5. Computation Offloading

Sending images to a server for comparison is an example of computation offloading.
Computation offloading has been studied for improving mobile devices’ performance
and saving energy [Balan et al. 2003; Buford et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2004; Kumar
and Lu 2010; Li et al. 2001; Quig et al. 2003; Rong and Pedram 2003; Wang and Li
2004a, 2004b; Wolski et al. 2008; Xian et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2008b]. Some existing
frameworks use techniques like time out or the computation-to-communication ratio
to make offloading decisions. However, CBIR has several stages of computation
and communication; the amounts of computation and communication depends on
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application-specific parameters such as the similarity among images [Kumar et al.
2008] and the number of indexed images. In our work, we consider the information re-
quired in CBIR and develop a framework for offloading CBIR to save energy under all
conditions.

2.6. Contributions

In our previous studies [Kumar 2008; Kumar et al. 2008], we present a system in which
image retrieval is performed entirely on the mobile device from image capture, feature
extraction, to comparison. We characterize the relation between accuracy and energy
for CBIR on the mobile device. We adaptively reduce the computation and memory in
the original implementation of CBIR, and provide an energy-efficient implementation
of CBIR on mobile devices. In another previous study [Hong et al. 2009], we analyze
the energy savings by offloading the computation from a PDA to a server based on
the original implementation of ImgSeek without integrating the techniques presented
in Kumar et al. [2008] and Kumar [2008]. When these techniques are adopted, the
conditions are significantly different from the results in Hong et al. [2009]. This article
shows that offloading our improved CBIR implementation to a server can save energy
only at high bandwidths. This article extends our previous studies by making the
following additional contributions.

— We characterize the energy consumed by mobile CBIR. We consider the case when
some images’ features have not been precomputed (Section 3.1). We analyze our
improvements of mobile CBIR for a collection of 50,000 images. This is the largest
set of images studied for mobile CBIR.

— We analyze how computing features for images online affects the energy consump-
tion (Sections 3.2 and 3.3).

— We provide a break-even formulation for the bandwidth required to save energy by
offloading to a server (Section 4.1).

— We consider various parameters such as the number of images that do not have
precomputed features (Section 4.2), the server performance (Section 4.3), and the
number of user queries (Section 4.4). We analyze the effects of these parameters on
energy consumption.

— We consider partitioning the computation between a PDA and a server. We call
this partial offloading. We analyze whether partial offloading can save energy
when compared with performing CBIR entirely on the mobile device or the server
(Section 4.4).

— We show that the size of the image collection has negligible effects on offloading
analysis (Section 4.5).

By considering these factors, we show how to make CBIR energy-efficient under dif-
ferent conditions.

3. ENERGY-EFFICIENT MOBILE CBIR

This section describes how to make CBIR more energy-efficient on mobile devices. We
begin by describing a CBIR algorithm as an example to illustrate our work. We charac-
terize the energy consumption of CBIR on a mobile device and describe three improve-
ments to save energy: selectively loading features based on the query image, adaptive
loading fewer features based on the similarity between the query image and the other
images, and caching features for consecutive queries. We use ImgSeek as an example
in this work, however our methodology is general and can be applied to other CBIR
algorithms.
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3.1. ImgSeek

We choose ImgSeek as the basis for our work. ImgSeek is an open source CBIR
program; it uses a feature set of 60 Haar wavelet coefficients for painted images and
40 coefficients for scanned images [Jacobs et al. 1995]. The first step in ImgSeek is
to preprocess the image collection and construct a feature database. Each image is
resized to a 128 × 128 bitmap in the RGB (red, green, blue) color space and then
converted to the YIQ color space. Y represents the luminance; I and Q represent the
chrominance information. This separation of luminance (brightness) from chromi-
nance (color) improves the quality for image comparison in CBIR. The conversion is
obtained by the following equations [Jacobs et al. 1995]

Y = 0.299 × R + 0.587 × G + 0.114 × B
I = 0.596 × R − 0.275 × G − 0.321 × B

Q = 0.212 × R − 0.523 × G + 0.311 × B. (1)

Each color is then analyzed using the Haar wavelet decomposition. The decomposi-
tion is a successive averaging process that preserves detail coefficients to represent the
original image. At the end of the decomposition, the overall average color is present
in the (0,0) position along with 16383 wavelet coefficients. These coefficients are then
sorted by their magnitudes and only the locations of the largest 60 coefficients per color
are saved as the features for that image. These features are organized using inverted
indexes and are compared to retrieve similar images.

3.2. Energy Characterization

The process of CBIR can be divided into the following stages:

(1) Extracting features from the query image and the collection,
(2) Loading the features into memory,
(3) Comparing the images based on their features and selecting the best matches,
(4) Displaying the top matches. This energy cannot be reduced by improving any CBIR

algorithm, so it is not considered in this article.

Table II lists the symbols used in this article and their definitions.
(1) Extracting the features of each image involves two steps (i) decoding the image to

the bitmap format and (ii) obtaining the representative Haar wavelet coefficients from
the bitmap. Suppose an image is represented by using m Haar wavelet coefficients in
each color plane; m is the total length of the features and ImgSeek uses 120 (40×3 color
planes) for m. Let Ef be the energy needed to extract m features for an image using
steps (i) and (ii). Most CBIR implementations extract images’ features in advance
(i.e., offline) and this energy is not considered. The features of the query image are
extracted after the image is selected by a user.

The m features for each image form a sequence. ImgSeek does not distinguish the
order of the features so the features form a set represented by { f1, f2, ..., fm}; the
elements are distinct. ImgSeek restricts the value of fi between 1 and 16384. If i is an
image in the collection I, i ∈ I, we use f (i) = { f1, f2, ..., fm} to represent this set. The
features are stored using inverted indexes such that it is easier to find the images that
contain a given feature v. Let R(v) be the set of images whose features include v.

R(v) = { j ∈ I : ∃s, 1 ≤ s ≤ m, fs = v, fs ∈ f ( j)}. (2)

We can define Rq = R( f1) ∪ R( f2) . . . ∪ R( fm) for query image q; apparently, Rq ⊆ I.
The set Rq includes all images each of which has at least one same feature as the query
image. In some cases, images’ features are not extracted in advance, for example, when
the images are recently acquired by the mobile device’s camera. In these cases, feature
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Table II. Symbols and Their Definitions

symbol meaning symbol meaning
I image collection q query image
Ii indexed images Iu unindexed images
m feature length mo maximum feature length
f (i) features for image i ρ similarity index
ir index ratio p quality of search results
R(v) set of images with feature v Rq set of images similar to query q

s1 original CBIR scheme s2 selective loading scheme
s3 adaptive loading scheme s4 caching features scheme
Es1 total energy of original scheme Es2 total energy of selective loading
E f energy to extract features Es energy to search
El energy to load features EL energy for CBIR on PDA
ER energy for CBIR on server EP energy for partial offloading
td time to load features tq time to extract features
ts time to search image collection n number of queries
β wireless bandwidth α server-client performance ratio

extraction must be performed online. Let I be the set of all images to be compared
with the query image. Among these image, Ii is the set of images whose features have
already been extracted, Ii ⊆ I. We call the images in Ii the indexed images. Let Iu =
I − Ii and Iu is the set of unindexed images. We further define ir = |Ii|

|I| as the index ratio.
The energy consumed to extract features at runtime is given E f × (|Iu| + 1), including
both the unindexed images and the query image. In general, extracting features is
computation intensive and takes much longer than other steps in CBIR.

(2) At runtime, the features of the |Ii| indexed images are loaded from flash memory
to RAM. The energy consumption is El(|I|, m). A simple improvement stores the newly
extracted features in memory and this step consumes only El(|Ii|, m). The energy con-
sumption is not proportional to |Ii| × m because reading one block consumes the same
amount of energy as reading one byte.

(3) Suppose x and y are two images in I; x is a closer match to the query image
q than y if | f (q) ∩ f (x)| > | f (q) ∩ f (y)|. For each element fi, where (1 ≤ i ≤ m) in
the query image’s features, our method finds the corresponding set of images R( fi),
1 ≤ i ≤ m. The best match z is an image z ∈ Rq, such that | f (q) ∩ f (z)| ≥ | f (q) ∩ f (y)|
for any y ∈ I. The energy consumption of this step depends on the size of the image
collection (|I|) and the number of features considered (m). We use Es(|I|, m) to express
the energy for comparing the features and finding the best match. The total energy
consumption is

E f × (|Iu| + 1) + El(|Ii|, m) + Es(|I|, m). (3)

This formula considers only one query image. If the user searches n images, the
features need to be extracted and loaded into memory only once. Hence, the energy
consumption is

E f × (|Iu| + n) + El(|Ii|, m) + n × Es(|I|, m). (4)

Two problems arise when all the features are loaded into memory before search. (i)
The available memory (RAM) is limited. As the number of images in the collection
increases, it becomes difficult to accommodate all the features in memory. (ii) Even if
there is sufficient memory, loading all the indexes takes time and consumes energy.
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3.3. Reducing Energy Consumption for Mobile CBIR

The previous section suggests the following opportunities to save energy: (i) reducing
the number of images whose features are loaded into memory, that is, finding I′ ⊆
Ii and consuming only El(|I′|, m), (ii) reducing m so that fewer features are used to
distinguish images, and (iii) for multiple query images, reusing the loaded features.
These three improvements are called (i) selective loading, (ii) adaptive loading, and
(iii) caching features.

3.3.1. Selectively Loading Features. For a large image collection, it is likely that |Rq| 

|I|. In this case, it is wasteful to load the features of all images before comparison.
Our first improvement loads only the features of Rq after the query image’s features
have been extracted. This can save significant amounts of energy but increases the
response time. Our implementation shows that this additional time is within two
seconds, acceptable for an interactive application. Since the features of Iu are already
stored in memory after extraction, our program loads only the features of the images
in the set Rq − Iu. Rq − Iu is the difference of the two sets: Rq − Iu = {i|i ∈ Rq and i /∈ Iu}.
The energy savings is El(|Ii|, m) − El(|Rq − Iu|, m). If the user issues multiple queries,
each query requires loading new features for comparison. In contrast, the original
CBIR implementation loads the features of all images at the beginning. As the number
of queries increases, more energy is consumed for loading additional features and the
energy savings eventually drop to zero. Selective loading uses the same length of
features for comparison; hence, selective loading finds the same top matches as the
original method.

3.3.2. Adaptively Loading Features. The second improvement reduces m and this is
called adaptive loading. Our method adjusts the number of features based on the
difficulty of the query. We use similarity index to quantify the difficulty. A difficult
query requires more features to obtain the top results; this occurs when many images
in the collection I are similar to the query image, and more features are needed to
distinguish them. The similarity index is defined as follows.

ρ =

∑
1≤ j≤m

|R( f j)|

m|I| . (5)

The numerator is the sum of the images whose features have at least one same ele-
ment as the query image’s feature. This sum is normalized by the number of elements
in the features and the total number of images. A larger ρ suggests a higher proba-
bility that many images are similar to the query image and more features are needed
to distinguish them. If ρ is small, only a few features are needed to distinguish the
images. To reduce the runtime overhead for computing ρ, |R( f j)| can be calculated in
advance for each possible value of f j. If two bytes are used, the maximum value of
|R( f j)| is 216 − 1 = 65535 images. Since f j is between 1 and 16384, 2 bytes × 16384 =
32kB is sufficient to store |R( f j)| for |I| ≤ 65535.

To define accuracy, we use p to indicate the quality of the search results. The value
of p is given as the sum of p1 and p2. Only the top k (k > |Rq|) images returned by
CBIR are considered for calculating the accuracy. All images ranked k + 1 or worse are
ignored. The top k images form a sequence [u1, u2, ..., uk]. If an image in Rq is ranked
γ (1 ≤ γ ≤ k), γ is added to p1. The δ(b ) function is one if b is true and zero if b is
false.

p1 =
∑

i∈Rq,1≤γ≤k

γ × δ(i = uγ ). (6)
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If an image in Rq is not among the top k images, a penalty τ is added to p2. Appar-
ently, τ has to be larger than k.

p2 =
∑

i∈Rq

τ × δ(¬(∃γ, 1 ≤ γ ≤ k, i = uγ )). (7)

In this scheme, a larger p means lower quality. For our experiments, we use six
images for Rq based on the guidelines suggested by French et al. [2002]. These images
are created by processing the query image with the following methods. (1) identical,
(2) blocks of 4 pixels averaged, (3) gray scale, (4) inverted colors, (5) abstract mimic re-
sponse, (6) blocks of four pixels shuffled. These six images are introduced in the image
collection. The locations of these images in the search results are used to determine
the accuracy. Only the top 12 images (k = 12) are considered for the search results,
because they can fit in the screen of the PDA. The penalty τ is 13. Based on this accu-
racy metric, we use the p with the full length of mo features as the base. If m features
are used, the accuracy is measured by the ratio of their values.

accuracy =
p using mo features
p using m features

. (8)

We perform experiments by using different query images in various image collec-
tions containing 1000 to 10000 images. From our experiments, we find that for a given
value of ρ, the number of features needed can be calculated using this formula:

m = 2400ρ3 − 1800ρ2 + 460ρ − 14 (9)

to achieve at least 80% accuracy.
We characterize the difficulty of the query using the similarity index defined in

Equation (5). If the query is easier, fewer features need to be loaded into memory,
and fewer features are used for comparison. The energy to load the features into
memory is El(|Ii|, m), reduced adaptively with the number of features m (since m ≤ mo).
When 30 features are used, all the images in the collection are now represented by
30 features, and this results in smaller inverted indexes. This improvement is only
applicable for cases when the index ratio ir = 1. When the index ratio decreases, the
precomputed value of R( f j)

mo |Ii| excludes Iu images; this significantly reduces the accuracy
of ρ in Equation (5). Hence we use adaptive loading only if ir = 1.

3.3.3. Handling Multiple Queries. Images that are queried around the same time are
likely to be similar to each other, and this similarity is called temporal locality. Images
that are taken around the same location are said to exhibit spatial locality for the
same reason. In the third improvement, we exploit both temporal and spatial locality
for multiple queries to save energy. Figure 2 shows that a user walks towards a float
in a parade and sends three query images. These images share some features since
the background and float are the same. For a query image, if some of the required
features are already loaded into memory, these features will not be reloaded from flash
again. Thus, the features residing in memory gradually increase with the number of
queries. Eventually, the memory is full and some features must be evicted. We suggest
using the LRU replacement policy but in our experiments memory is not full due to
selective loading and adaptive loading. We explore up to four successive queries in our
experiments.

3.4. Evaluation

3.4.1. Measurement Setup. We port ImgSeek to an HP iPAQ 6945 PDA as the baseline
for comparison. We use the experimental setup shown in Figure 3. The current drawn
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Fig. 2. Multiple query images taken by a user as the user approaches a float. For the third query image,
35% of the required indexes are already loaded for the previous queries. The first image contains 8% of the
indexes and the second image contains 27% of the indexed required for the third query.

Fig. 3. (a) CBIR implemented on the HP iPAQ. (b) Energy measurement setup for the HP iPAQ. Voltage
samples are taken across a series resistor inserted between the iPAQ and its battery.

from the battery is obtained by measuring the voltage across a 0.25 � resistor. The
voltage is sampled at 100kHz using a National Instruments data acquisition card in-
stalled on a separate computer. The PDA has a 2GB flash memory card to store 50,000
images downloaded by crawling the Internet. The average size of these images is 28kB
and they occupy around 1.4GB in flash memory. We include images from the MIT
[Oliva and Torralba 2001] and Corel databases [Li and Wang 2003] in the collection.
Some of the results from these collections are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

The features are extracted from these collections offline and stored in flash mem-
ory. The features for a collection of 50,000 images occupy 100MB. This is because the
features are arranged using inverse indexes, and R(v) contains a list of image IDs for
each feature v in each color plane. Each image ID occurs 40 times per color plane, with
3 color planes, and with an average of 8 characters (2 bytes per character) for each im-
age ID, each image occupies a total of 40 × 3 × 8 × 2 = 2kB, and 50,000 images occupy
around 100 MB.

3.4.2. Energy Savings. We measure the energy for the following schemes: (s1) existing
implementation of ImgSeek, (s2) selective loading, (s3) selective adaptive loading, and
(s4) selective adaptive loading with caching. It is noted that adaptive loading results
in some loss of accuracy. In our experiments we observe that the accuracy remains
above 80% for adaptive loading using the accuracy criterion in Section 3.3.2. Our mea-
surements are performed for various query images. The query images are selected at
random from the image collection stored on the flash. We perform our experiments on
image collections of different sizes from 2000 to 50,000 images.

Figure 6 shows the total energy required to perform CBIR using s1, s2, s3, and s4
for a single query. For s4, some features may already be cached in memory due to
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Fig. 4. CBIR results from the MIT database. The first image is the query, and is also the first returned
result. The other images are the closest matches to the query. It is observed that the query image of a
sunset returns similar sunset images. The MIT database contains groups of images of semantically similar
content (eg: coastlines, sunsets, etc).

Fig. 5. CBIR results from the Corel database. The first image is the query, and is also the first returned
result. The other images are the closest matches to the query. The Corel database contains groups of images
of semantically similar content (eg: roses, people, elephants, etc).

Fig. 6. Energy consumption of s1, s2, s3, and s4 for mobile CBIR for a single query image for different sizes
of image collections.

previous queries. For the existing implementation of ImgSeek, the PDA does not have
sufficient memory to perform CBIR as the size of the image collection exceeds 10,000
images. The size of the feature indexes for 10,000 images is 20 MB and they do not
fit in the program memory available in the HP iPAQ. With selective loading, we show
that the other schemes can be used for up to 50,000 images. The schemes s2, s3, and s4
consume 11.5, 8, and 7 Joules of energy respectively for a collection of 50,000 images.
Overall, using these schemes achieve significant amounts of energy savings compared
with s1. This is the total system energy measured from the battery.

In the next experiment, we analyze how the index ratio ir and the number of queries
n affect the energy consumption of our scheme. Figure 7 shows the energy consumed by
our selective loading scheme (Es2) relative to the original CBIR energy consumption
(Es1). We perform this experiment on a collection of 8000 images since the original
CBIR scheme runs out of memory as the size of the image collection approaches 10,000
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Fig. 7. Variation of Es2
Es1

with the index ratio, for different number of image queries n for a collection of 8000
images.

images. It is observed that the energy ratio Es2
Es1

increases as the index ratio decreases.
This is because a decrease in the index ratio means more images’ features are extracted
online and thus more features are already present in memory, making s2 similar to s1.
For an index ratio of 1, our scheme consumes only 40% of the original scheme’s energy;
as the index ratio decreases to 0.95, the energy consumed by our scheme is 98% of
the original scheme’s energy consumption. We also vary the number of queries n. As
n increases, the energy savings offered by our scheme decreases. For example, for
an index ratio of 1, the percentage energy consumed by our scheme increases from
40% for a single query to 89% for four queries. This is because the original scheme
loads all features beforehand, and does not require any more features to be loaded for
subsequent queries. In our scheme, a small set of features is loaded for each query, and
hence the energy consumption increases with a larger n. We do not consider s3 and s4
in this experiment for the following reasons: (1) adaptive loading cannot be used when
the index ratio ir < 1, (2) caching features is sensitive depending on the successive
query images, and may bias the analysis for n, (3) the previous experiment already
establishes that s3 and s4 can save some additional energy.

4. OFFLOADING MOBILE CBIR

Offloading computation to a grid-powered server may save energy for mobile appli-
cations. In this section, we analyze the conditions when a PDA can save energy by
offloading CBIR to a server. We use the term “local computation” for the computation
that is performed on mobile device, and “remote computation” for computation per-
formed on a server. Offloading saves energy when the energy for local computation
EL is more than the energy consumed by the mobile device for remote computation
ER. ER is the sum of: (1) the communication energy Ec to send the input and obtain
the result from the server, and (2) the energy Ei consumed on the mobile device while
waiting for the server to return the result. Ec depends on the query image, the size of
the image collection, and the wireless bandwidth available. Ei depends on the server’s
performance. The wireless bandwidth varies with the location of the mobile device and
its distance from the server. Ei = pi × ti, pi depends on the activity performed by the
mobile device while waiting for the result. Our measurements show that when the
device is idle with the wireless network in the poll mode, the average power is 298mW;
when the device is performing some computation, the average power consumed is
866mW. The value of ti depends on the response time of the server; it varies because
different servers have different speeds and workloads. Table III shows the power con-
sumption measured from HP iPAQ.
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Table III. Power Parameters of the Mobile Device

Parameter Operation Average Power Parameter Operation Average Power
pi Idle 298.6 mW pu Upload 1279.5 mW
pc Computation 866.0 mW pd Download 1571.4 mW

We describe a simple bandwidth analysis in Section 4.1 for offloading to save en-
ergy. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 extend our analysis to account for variations in the number
of indexed images and server speeds. In Section 4.4, we investigate whether offload-
ing parts of the computation to the server can save energy. We also analyze the case
when the user performs multiple queries. Section 4.5 describes how our work can be
used for different sizes of image collections. Section 4.6 compares our analysis in this
article with our previous work and shows how our improvements impact the offloading
decision in CBIR.

4.1. Bandwidth Analysis

We analyze the wireless bandwidth for a query on a collection of 50,000 images. The
condition for computation offloading to save energy is

EL

ER
> 1. (10)

The energy for local computation corresponds to Es2 in the previous section. We
choose s2 over s3 and s4 for our analysis because the energy consumption does not
substantially vary for different query images, and s2 has better accuracy. The value of
EL = Es2 is 11.5 Joule for |I| = 50,000 obtained from the previous section (Figure 6).
The energy for remote computation is

ER = Ec + Ei. (11)

The server is α times faster than the client (i.e., the mobile system), and the wire-
less bandwidth is β kbps. From our experiments, the size of the feature index for a
collection of |I| images is 2kB × |I| and the average query image is 28kB. Sending
the feature indexes (2048 × |I| × 8 bits) and the query image (28672 × 8 bits) to the
server at β kbps takes 16384×|I|+229376

β
seconds. Since the number of images is 50, 000,

the transmission time is 819429376
β

seconds. With an upload power of 1.279W, we get

Ec =
1.279 × 819429376

β
≈ 1.04805017 × 109

β
. (12)

The PDA is idle with the wireless network in the poll mode when the server is
performing the computation. We obtain the idle energy as follows. We observe the
time taken by the PDA to search 50,000 images; we measure the energy consump-
tion when the PDA is idle for the same time to be 6.88 Joule. The server is α times
faster than the PDA and the idle energy when the server performs the computation is
given by

Ei =
6.88
α

. (13)

Using Equations (10)–(13), we obtain

11.5 >
1.04805018 × 109

β
+

6.88
α

. (14)
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Fig. 8. Break-even bandwidth in Mbps for different number of unindexed images in a collection of 50,000
images.

Even if we assume that the server is infinite times faster than the client (α = ∞),
the break-even bandwidth β required for offloading to save energy is 89 Mbps. This
is difficult to achieve in existing wireless networks. Thus, sending all images and
indexes to the server consumes more energy than performing the search on the PDA.
This analysis indicates that the PDA should not always send computation to a server,
even if the server is infinitely faster. This analysis assumes that (1) all the images in
the collection are already indexed (ir = 1), (2) the server is infinitely faster than the
client, (3) the user performs only one query, and no features are already present on the
client’s memory or the server, (4) partial offloading is not possible, (5) the total number
of images in the collection is 50000. In the following sections, we analyze the energy
consumption for mobile CBIR by relaxing each of the above assumptions.

4.2. Indexed Images

We analyze the effect of unindexed images on the energy consumption of mobile CBIR.
When all the images’ indexes are already computed, the break-even bandwidth β ob-
tained from the previous section is 89 Mbps. As the number of unindexed images in-
creases, extracting indexes consumes significant amounts of energy on the PDA. In
this section, we observe the variation in β as we vary the number of unindexed im-
ages |Iu| from 0 to 400 in a collection of 50,000 images. We do not consider more than
400 unindexed images because extracting features for than 400 images would make
computation offloading beneficial even at low bandwidths.

From Equations (10) and (11), we have

EL

ER
=

EL(|Iu|)
Ec(β, |Iu|) + Ei(α, |Iu|) . (15)

If server is infinitely fast (α = ∞), Ei = 0. We find the break-even bandwidth β

to make the ratio EL
ER

= 1 in Equation (15). The value of β for different numbers of
unindexed images is shown in Figure 8.

For unindexed images, extracting features on the device consumes significant
amounts of energy. When the number of unindexed images increases, the energy to
extract their features on the device becomes comparable to the energy required to send
the images to a server. Hence offloading can save energy at lower bandwidths, as ob-
served in Figure 8. For 200 unindexed images, the break-even bandwidth is around 3
Mbps, which is achievable in practice. Figure 9 shows EL

ER
for different bandwidths and

different numbers of unindexed images. The shaded region in the figure corresponds
to the conditions when EL

ER
≤ 1. Under these conditions, it is more energy-efficient to
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Fig. 9. Variation of EL
ER

with bandwidth for a collection of 50,000 images‘. Offloading saves energy when the
ratio becomes greater than one.

perform CBIR on the PDA. For example, when the bandwidth is 4 Mbps and there
are 100 unindexed images (point A), it is more energy-efficient to perform CBIR on
the PDA. For the unshaded region, it is more energy-efficient to perform CBIR on the
server. If there are 200 unindexed images at the same bandwidth (point B), it is more
energy efficient to perform CBIR on the server.

4.3. Server Speed

In the previous section, we assume that the server has infinite speed, that is, α =
∞. This section examines the effect of the server speed on the offloading decisions.
We use different values of α from 1 to 50 in Equation (15) and observe the variation
in β in Figures 10(a) and (b). As a point of reference for α, in our experiments we
observe that a server with a processor speed of 3GHz and 8 GB of RAM can perform
the computation 20 to 30 times faster than the PDA, depending on the size of the
features. The figures show that β decreases as α increases. However, for values of
α ≥ 10, the decrease in β is negligible. This indicates that if the server is 10 times
faster than the client, any further increase in server speed can save only slightly more
energy. We also observe the variation of β with the number of unindexed images |Iu|
and server speed α. Figure 10(a) shows that when there are no unindexed images, the
break-even bandwidth remains very high irrespective of server speed. Figure 10(b)
shows that β reduces when there are more unindexed images. The observations made
in the preceding sections can be summarized as follows:

— The energy for processing unindexed images on the PDA is much higher than the
energy required to send them to a server.

— The energy for sending the indexes is more than the energy to load and match the
indexes with the query.

4.4. Partial Offloading

The previous sections demonstrate that unindexed images play a key role in deciding
whether to offload. When |Iu| = 0, the energy for sending the indexes makes offloading
saves energy only at very high bandwidths. As |Iu| increases, the additional energy
required to process the unindexed images makes offloading increasingly preferable at
lower bandwidths. The offloading decision shifts to the server as |Iu| and the wireless
bandwidth β increase. However, this analysis is based on the assumption that the
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Fig. 10. Break-even bandwidth in Mbps for different server-client performance ratios, and different num-
bers of unindexed images |Iu|.

offloading decision is binary (yes/no). In this section, we analyze how partial offload-
ing, that is, offloading part of the computation to a server can save more energy. We
investigate the possibility of processing the indexed images on the PDA and offloading
the unindexed images to the server. The offloaded images are indexed and compared
on the server. Since the computation is divided between the PDA and the server, the
results need to be merged so that the overall top matches are presented to the user.
This requires sorting on the final scores; we do not consider this overhead since the
time for sorting is negligible when compared to image processing.

We analyze and compare the energy consumption of three schemes (1) local search
EL , (2) partial offloading EP, and (3) total offloading ER. We perform our analysis
for a collection of 50,000 images with |Iu| = 100. Figure 11 shows the variation of EP
with bandwidth. The value of EL remains constant at different bandwidths. ER is not
shown in the figure since it consumes more than 1000 Joule at these bandwidths. At
bandwidths below 176 kbps, it is more energy efficient to perform search locally on the
PDA. When the bandwidth exceeds 176 kbps, EP is less than EL . EP remains the most
energy efficient option up to a bandwidth of 86 Mbps. ER benefits the most at very
high bandwidths since it transmits the most data. As the bandwidth increases, the
value of ER decreases; Figure 9 shows the value of ER equals EL when |Iu| = 100 at a
bandwidth of 6 Mbps. At a bandwidth of 86 Mbps, ER = EP = 18 Joule. At bandwidths
greater than 86 Mbps, ER (total offloading) is found to be the most energy-efficient
option. Table IV summarizes the relationship between EL , EP, and ER at various
bandwidths β.

In this paragraph, we discuss the offloading decision when the user performs mul-
tiple queries. When the user performs the first query, the offloading decision is made
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Fig. 11. Variation of EP with bandwidth for |Iu| = 100 in a collection of 50,000 images. EL consumes 185
Joule. At these bandwidths, the energy for total offloading ER is more than 1000 Joule and is not considered.

Table IV. Relation between EL, EP and ER over Different Ranges of Wireless Bandwidth
β for |I| = 50,000 and |Iu| = 100

Energy Relation Bandwidth Range Offload Decision
El < Ep(β) < Er(β) β ≤ 176 kbps Local

Ep(β) < El < Er(β) 176 kbps ≤ β ≤ 6 Mbps Partial
Ep(β) < Er(β) < El 6 Mbps ≤ β ≤ 86 Mbps Partial
Er(β) < Ep(β) < El β ≥ 86 Mbps Total

based on the earlier analysis. If the decision for the first query is to perform search
on the PDA, all subsequent queries are also performed on the PDA. This is because
after the first query, all images are indexed on the PDA and |Iu| = 0. When |Iu| = 0,
the decision is to perform search on the PDA at practical bandwidths. If the decision
for the first query is to perform partial offloading, the indexes for Iu are present at
the server. In this scenario, the indexes are sent back to the PDA so that they can be
used for the subsequent queries. The energy to send back the indexes is negligible; as
an example, the indexes for 200 images occupies 400kB, sending them to the PDA at
the 4.7 Mbps bandwidth observed in our lab consumes ≤ 1 Joule. This is a negligible
overhead when compared to the energy consumption over multiple queries. Once the
indexes are available on the PDA, subsequent offloading decisions are reduced to the
case with no unindexed images.

4.5. Size of the Image Collection

We analyzed the offloading options for a collection of |I| = 50, 000 earlier. This section
examines the effects of the size of the image collection. We revisit Equations (10) and
(14) and make the value of |I| a variable. To do this, we need EL as a function of |I|; we
obtain this by finding a polynomial approximation for our measurements in Figure 6.
We obtain EL to be approximated by 1.535×|I|

10,000 + 3.5856. Using this in Equation (10),
we get

1.535 × |I|
10, 000

+ 3.5856 >
16384 × |I| + 229376

β
+ Ei(α, |I|). (16)

Section 4.3 shows that if α ≥ 10 for a given |I|, Ei becomes negligible. Rewriting for
β (threshold for total offloading) gives

β =
16384 × |I| + 229376
1.535 × |I| + 35856

× 10, 000. (17)
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Fig. 12. Break-even bandwidth β in Mbps for different sizes of image collections |I|.

Table V. Comparison with Previous Work [Hong et al. 2009]

Previous Work This article
Threshold for partial offload 480 kbps 176 kbps
Threshold for total offload 11.25 Mbps 86 Mbps
Most energy efficient option at typical bandwidths Total offload Partial offload
When |Iu| = 0 offload search search on PDA

We vary the value of |I| and observe the bandwidth threshold β in Figure 12. The
value of β varies from 30 Mbps to 120 Mbps. For example, β is 40.9Mbps for |I| = 10,000
images; (still more than 10 times the wireless bandwidth we observe in our lab). In this
case, partial offloading saves the most energy up to 40.9Mbps. If |I| is increased beyond
50,000 images, total offloading saves energy at bandwidths ≥ 100Mbps. Thus varying
the size of the image collection does not change our claims that (1) total offloading saves
energy only at very high bandwidths (2) partial offloading is the most energy-efficient
option over practical bandwidths.

4.6. Comparison with Our Previous Work

Our previous work [Hong et al. 2009] analyzes offloading for the original CBIR imple-
mentation and this paper uses our improved CBIR implementation. A comparison is
shown in Table V, with the following observations:

— When there are unindexed images, partial offloading is the best option over a wide
range of bandwidths. In our previous work, total offloading was the best option.

— When all the images are indexed, offloading saves energy only at very high band-
widths due to the energy savings at the PDA by the selective feature loading.

5. CONCLUSION

We present three improvements for CBIR on a mobile device: selective loading, adap-
tive loading, and caching features. We implement these improvements on an HP iPAQ
and measure the energy savings over a conventional CBIR implementation. Using
these improvements saves energy and enables mobile CBIR to scale up to 50,000 im-
ages. We analyze how our improved CBIR performs for different numbers of indexed
images and image queries.

We also examine if additional energy can be saved by offloading CBIR to a server.
We analyze the impact of the wireless bandwidth, server speed, number of indexed
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images, and the number of image queries on the offloading decision. We examine the
energy consumption of three CBIR schemes: (1) local computation (2) total offloading
(3) partial offloading. Based on our analysis, we conclude that partial offloading is the
most energy-efficient option for CBIR over the range of practical bandwidths.
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